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1: List of Berenstain Bears books - Wikipedia
All images and audio belong to PBS, I do not own anything.

Janice Grant was born in in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. After she graduated high school, she enrolled in the
Philadelphia College of Art and Design. Stan spent several years in the Army after college; his first job was as
a writer and illustrator for an Army newspaper, which is where he got his start drawing cartoons. The
Berenstains have two children, Michael and Leo, who especially enjoyed the works of Theodore Geisel,
commonly known as Dr. The Berenstains knew Geisel personally, and in , he asked them to write a book for
his Cat in the Hat Beginner Series. Their children, now grown, have also become part of the Berenstain Bear
production team. Their son Michael has illustrated many Berenstain Bear books, while Leo has written
manuscripts for many books in the series. Jan Berenstain said about her influences: Stan and Jan added Sister
to the Bear family to correspond with how their own family was changing. Books in this series have dealt with
issues such as fighting, spending time away from home, and the importance of recycling. The book is
surprisingly frank and honest about the process: Mama takes her with her to Dr. Grizzly, who explains that she
the doctor will be there to help when the baby comes down the birth canal. The Big Chapter and Bear Scout
books have few illustrations and average over one hundred pages long. They are meant for children who have
outgrown the normal Berenstain Bears picture books. The Berenstains may be two of the most commercially
successful authors of all time. They have sold over million copies of their books. Each year, new Berenstain
Bear books are released, and the Berenstains continue to break new ground. Although they have received
many awards, they said on multiple occasions that the awards they received directly from children were their
favorites. Jan passed away on February 24, , after suffering from a severe stroke the day before. Her passion
for family values has created a reading sensation that has produced more than titles with about million copies
sold and read by multiple generations. She is survived by her sons and four grandchildren. The Berenstain
Bears in the House of Mirrors. The Berenstain Bears--Phenom in the Family. Big Book of the Berenstain
Bears. The Berenstain Bears All Aboard! Stan and Jan Berenstain. The Berenstains; The Young at Heart.
Drawing Lessons from Jan and Stan Berenstain.
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2: The Berenstain Bears Go Up and Down (Step-Into-Reading, Step 1)-ExLibrary | eBay
When Papa takes the cubs to the Bruin's cottage, he's in such a hurry to get fishing, he dismisses the cubs' suggestion
to think ahead and plan out everythin.

Easter Blessings The Berenstain Bears: Big Machines The Berenstain Bears: Please help improve it by
removing promotional content and inappropriate external links , and by adding encyclopedic content written
from a neutral point of view. Having finally had enough, she suddenly grabs a big trash box and decides to
throw everything out, which caused the cubs to protest. Papa comes to the rescue after hearing the ruckus and
gets everyone to calm down. Papa looks at the box Mama is filling and gets an idea. He goes to his shop and
makes some toy boxes for organizing all of the cubs toys in hopes that a little organization will help keep the
room clean. And so they all pitch in to tidy up the messy room. In the end, everything looks neat and clean.
And it turns out that Papa was right, it is much more fun to hang out and play in a room that is clean and
organized! The Berenstain Bears Lend a Helping Hand[ edit ] Brother and Sister are always fighting over stuff
such as who has the best spot on the sofa in front of the TV, who has the biggest slice of cake, who will get
more jellybeans, etc. One day while leaving the supermarket, Mama and the cubs bump into old Mrs. Mama
makes the reluctant cubs put Mrs. They both come up with an idea that Brother and Sister should help Mrs.
McGrizzle tidy up her attic, much to the cubs dismay. However, the cubs find some very interesting stuff in
the attic, such as an antique Bearbie a parody of Barbie and old baseball cards. In the end, Brother and sister
run a garage sale of all of the stuff Mrs. McGrizzle wanted to throw away, and learn their lesson. The
Berenstain Bears Get in A Fight[ edit ] On most sunny days, Brother and Sister always wake up in a good
mood by taking turns when going to the bathroom, using appropriate table manners by saying "Please" and
"Thank you", sitting together on the school bus, working on their backyard tree house together, and sharing
their toys. Sister, agitated, rushes off to the bathroom and takes a long time using the bathroom, aggravating
their parents. Sister goes out of the bathroom and greets Papa Bear. Papa becomes fed up with their fighting,
but ultimately gets pulled into the dispute. Having enough of this, Mama finally whistles, thus bringing the
argument to a halt and getting everyone to calm down. She then explains why the cubs began fighting. In the
end, Brother and Sister make up and get along well again the next day by erasing the line they drew on the tree
house. The Berenstain Bears Go to Camp[ edit ] Summer vacation has come, but there is not much to do now
that school is out. Mama enrolls the cubs in a day camp.
3: The Berenstain Bears Go Up and Down by Stan Berenstain
Two bears come down. But when one bear goes down the up, chaos ensues! From Stan and Jan Berenstain, masters of
the super-simple, comes an Early Step into Reading/tm/ book that features those marvelous magic moving metal stairs
so fascinating to all children--the escalator!

4: "The Berenstain Bears" The Berenstain Bears Go Up and Down (TV Episode ) - IMDb
One bear goes up. Two bears come down. But when one bear goes down the up, chaos ensues! From Stan and Jan
Berenstain, masters of the super-simple, comes an Early Step into Reading/tm/ book that features those marvelous
magic moving metal stairs so fascinating to all children--the escalator!

5: The Berenstain Bears Down on the Farm by Stan BerenstainJan Berenstain | Scholastic
In the book, the story tells that the cubs in blue team and red team go up and down the escalators. This was a math
reader. In the cartoon, the story tells Papa taking Brother, Sister and Lizzy out to go fishing.

6: Summary/Reviews: The Berenstain Bears go up and down /
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One bear goes up. Two bears come down. But when one bear goes down the up, chaos ensues! From Stan and Jan
Berenstain, masters of the super-simple, comes an Early Step into Reading/tm/ book that features those marvelous
magic moving metal stairs so fascinating to all children--the escalator.

7: The Berenstain Bears go up and down ( edition) | Open Library
The Berenstain Bears' New Baby, published in , was the beginning of the First Time Books series. She wrote more than
books during her lifetime. The couple received numerous awards including the Children's Choice Award for The
Berenstain Bears' New Neighbors in and the Ludington Award in for their work in children's literature.

8: List of Berenstain Bears Books | Berenstain Bears Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Berenstain Bears Go Up And Down () 7 Habits of Happy Kids: Habit 2 - Begin with the End in Mind;Have a Plan
The Berenstain Bears Go Up And Down happiness habits Covey Habits Habit 1 Berenstain Bears videos Leader In Me
7 habits activities Growth Mindset Mind Up HABITS OF MIND Classroom Management.

9: Berenstain | Pennsylvania Center for the Book
The Berenstain Bears Go Up and Down At the mall, some bears go up and down on the escalators. But they go too far
when they go up the down escalator, and some go down the up escalator.
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